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Lobos Perk Up, :,Dow:n ,Broncos 72-54
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which gave the Wolfpack more of went to work. He hit for twelve the boards 43-20, The shooting
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32
a battle than expected. For the straight, points . in, a beautiful percentage is still below what
first three halves of the season display qf outl!ifl~ ;~hopting. i Then Coach King would like to see
NEED GLASSES 7
the Lobos looked like anything Judge1cooled of:t; a¥.d.Nelson1<1ame . fr~>m his selective-shot offense.
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but a great team. Execution was · on to :score six rr(ore. J!Oints and The. Lobos hit 32 of 74 from the
Free Glasses Adjustment
bad on offense and the pressure fo. r th,e firs. t time. l. n , two .games field for a 43 per cent effort.
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did co:me around the charge on
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started charging the
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boardlf like the Ben Monroe of
last se~s(Jn.
Start Was Slow
A toy chest
The first half saw the Lobos
For girls and boys
start where they left off Thursday night playing in slow moA perfect place
tion. They twice took six-point
For Books and toys
leads against the. smaller Broncos
only to lose it again as the offense stalled. The Broncos kept
(many styles and sizes available)
coming at the Wolfpack as little
(5-9) Mike Gervasoni pumped
in points with amazing accuracy.
We Pack & Ship Anywh.~rE!
The fast ]ittle guard was the high
point m,an in the game with 24,
22 on 1i of 16 shots from· the
floor. : .,
'The h&lf ended with the frustr'ated Lobos tied' ·29-29 and
things W!lre not sitting. too well
*A division of
with the fans, who booed the
OldTownBasketShop
Wolfpack's slow tactics.
5318 Menaul, NE.
Wolfpack Comes Alive
The second half looked like
more of the same for the .first
six minutes and then Judge started his assault on the hoop. Four
minutes later the Lobos had a
12-point lead and the Wolfpack
had finally come alive. With the
defense getting tougher and the
offense hitting more consistently
the Lobos added to the 12-point
Save with weekend discounts! Send for your
argin to build it into the final18free Sheraton ID card today l It entitles you
point edge.
to room discounts at nearly all Sheraton
Hotels and Motor Inns. Good over Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays, summer
City Residents
vacation, weekends all year round.
City Residents Council will
SEND FOR YOUR FREE ID CARD!
meet tomorrow at '1 :30 p.m. in
Mitchell Hall 109. All city stuCOLLEGE RELATIONS DIRECTOR
dents are urged to attend. Plans
c/o
Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
will be discussed concerning
Christmas, the book loan proPlease rush me a free Sheraton Student ID Card (or a free FacMEL DANIELS goes up and over the Santa Clara Broncos' Mike
grams and the upcoming board
ulty Guest Card). I understand it entitles me to generous disGervasoni (25), at Saturday's game to score two of the fpurteen
elections. Tom Joule, NSA Cocounts
all year long at most Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns.
Name
______________________________________
___
points he racked up as Bronc& Bud Ogden looks on (53).
ordinator, will speak on community action.

Vote 1n the Draft Referend urn

By JEFF DENNARD
The UNM basketball team finally decided it was more important. to score than to run the patterened offense to a non-scoring
conclusion as guards Frank Judge
and Ron Nelson shot the Lobos
to a lead with about ten minutes
to go in the first half to lead the
W olfpack to a 72-54 victory over
Santa Clara Saturday night.
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By CHUCK REYNOLDS

Dean of Students Harold
Lavender told the audience at
yesterday's draft fqrum that
steps will be taken to clarify
the choices students can
make concerning their relationship to the Selective
Service System.
John C. MacGregor, UNM
admissions director told the

Keyed-up
students unwind
at Sheraton ...
and save money

Open 1966-67 Season

U. Matmen Defeat: State,
Lose t:o Colorado Mines
The UNM wrestling team start.:
ed the 1966-67 season with a big
victory over New Mexico State
on Friday, then dropped a close
match to Colorado Mines the following morning.
Friday's match saw the Lobos
record :five pins in their victory
over the Aggies from Las Cruces.
Getting the pins for the Wolfpack
were Ron Romero (123) 1 John
Harris (137), Mike Kennedy
(146), Floyd Shade (177), and
Dan Jones (heavyweight).
Aggies Win One
The Aggies won bu_t one match
the win coming in the 130 lb.
class.
Saturday's match against Mines
was an entirely dill'erent story as

listen to KUNM

the always strong Colorado school
won the first two matches by pins
to take
quick 10-0 lead. The
Lobos fought back with a decision
by Bill Kirby (152), and a win by
Floyd Shade (177).
Close Matches Tum Tide
Other Lobos had three close
matches which could have given
the Wolfpack a victory if they
had gone the other way.
In the 145-lh elass Kennedy
fought to a draw as did Dan Jones
in the heavyweight division. In
the 160-lb. class the Lobos' Lou
Scirra lost a one point decision
when a two point take-down at
the end of the match was not allowed. The final score of the
match was 20-13.

11/30, 12/1, 2.

L------••••••••••••••••••••••••••-•••--•~

Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

a

for Seniors and Graduates in MECHANICAL,
AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL,
CIVIL (structures oriented),
ELECTRICAL, MARINE,
and METALLURGICAL
ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING MECHANICS,
APPLIED MATHEMATICS,
CERAMICS, PHYSICS and
ENGINEERING PHYSICS

CAMPUS -INTERVIEWS

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65e-4 tim .., 12,00. Inoertions
must be aubmltted by noon on day before
publication to Room !59, Student Public&.·
~uilding. Phone 277-4002 or 277·4102,
FOR RENT
CLEAN 2 BR., good close-in location.
Hardwood floors, garage, storage. ref.. &
stove, no children or pets. Only $75. Call
Sam Cooper, 265·8571, eve. 842-8280;
Caird·Norrls Realty.
EFFICIENCY, close to UNM. S77.50 with
aU utilities paid. Furni.ahed. air.. conditioned, ofl'·street parking, Call Sam
Cooper, 265·8571, eve, 842·8280, CairdNorris Realty.
PERSONALS
WILL lady driving to Alamosa, Colo.,
from visiting husband at UNM and who
had a Rat tire at La Baiada Hill please
return eyeglasses left by man . who
helped change tire? Mail to 2800 Vnlen•
cia NE, Albuquerque, or call 255-8138.

AddMM•-------------------------------------Student 0 Teacher [)

FRIDAY, DEC. 16

FOR SALE
BEAUTIFUL baby grand piano, retail
value $1,000. Will sell for $800 or trade
for spinet of comparable value, Call
296-1162, or 282-3220. 11/80, 12/1, 2,
VOLKSWAGEN, ·1962, excellent condi·
tion. 3!,000 miles. New upholstery. Call
Dept. of Physieo & Aatronoml!-277-2616
for Jaeki<t Erleksetl and leave your name
and phone. 12/1, 2, 5, 7.
SERVICEs
TYPEWRITER sales & reJ~al r. Stl.elal
'l'ates to UNM students on all maehin"''"·
Free pickup & delivery. E & E Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone 24~0588.
TRANSPORTATION
RIDERS wanted. Leaving tor N. Y. C.,
Dec •. 17. Return by Jan, 6. Share driv•
ing & exJ)enses. Call 243·2470 a£ter 7:00
p,m, 11/30, 12/l, 2.

Appointments should be made

in advance through yout
.

···pratt&
Whitney

College Placement Office . . .
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PROFESSOR PAUL SCHMIDT is shown defending his resolution on the draft before the open forum held in the Kiva last
night. In the background are from left Ron Hamilton, Chairman
of the Student Alfairs Committee, Dean of Students Harold
Lavender, and Director of Admissions J'ohn MacGregor.
I

Committee Approves,
.Course GWdeChange:
:i

1,1

:r
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Senate Steering Committee
Monday afternoon gave a do-pass
recommendation to a bill that
'would tum the job of course and
teacher evaluation over to a student government committee.
In. another vote the committee
split on a resolution that would
have the Student Court become
members of Student Standards
Committee.
In the first action a do-pass
recommendation was given a
resolution that would take the
job and money for teacher and
course evaluation away from
Students for a Democratic Society and turn it over to a newly
formed student government committee.
SDS Published First
SDS had been awarded $1500
last year to make an evaluation
of UNM teachers and courses
and published one this fall. Student government decided to form
a committee that could do a more
concentrated job. The bill would
take the remainder of the money
from SDS and form the new committee,
SDS members said they had no
objection to turning the money
over and said they did the job
because no one else would do it.
In the other bill before Steering
Committee, Bill 112, 'which would
change the student constitution
and reestablish the judiciary
branch of student government
was covered.
Court Would Interpret
Chie£ Justice Bill li'ox argued
for a resolution in the bill which
would turn any cases involving an
interpretation of the student constitution to Court. Fox also wants
the court to sit on the Student
Standnrds Committee.
Steering members argued that
the same ·people were trying a
student twice for the same thing.
Fox answered that the court
would serve only to offer an opinion was not binding when considered by the Standards Committee.
Exceptions Cited
Fox said the only eases in
which he thought such a situation
might exist would be if student

picketers were brought before'
Standards. In this case, he said,!
Standards would have jurisdic-1
tion because it involved the discipline of students.
Such a case, Fox said, would
also involve an interpretation of
the students' rights under the
constitution. He said his proposal
would prevent any faculty members on the Standards Committee from having to interpret the
student constitution.

LOBO that a committee is presently working on a pamphlet explaining al lthe mechanics of
making the choices available to
the students. "It is likely," he
said, "that students will be informed about these choices
through distribution of these rnaterials, and possibly the information will be mailed to all male
students.''
May Change Cards
Lavender said that the changes
will probably be made on the
Selective Service System card in
the registration packet. He added
that the changes will not occur
before the fall semester of next
year. A wide campaign will be
undertaken to inform the students
of the implications of the choice
they make on the card. The forurn took place yesterday in the
Kiva between 3 and 5 p.m. A
crowd of about 200 attended the
meeting to hear the four faculty
draft proposals discussed, and to
hear spokesmen from the Selec-

tive Service System and the University administration.
l.i Resolutions Presented
Professors Selinger, Schmidt,
Anderson, and Duncan presented
their resolutions and graduate
student Bruce Gray added a fifth

with the problems of the graduate student in mind. The professors discussed the relative merits
of the resolutions with some competition arising among them.
(Continued on page 5)

*
*
*
*
*
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U. Draft Policies·
Amaze Students
Many UNM students were surprised and bewildered at the open
draft forum last night in the Kiva
over some of the processes followed by the University in notification of draft boards.
"I didn't know we didn't have
to sign the card at registration,"
said . one student as he left. the
.fo1'tlll1. His surprise came aLter
John C. MacGregor told the
group that the card signed by
male students during registration
was used as authorization to notify draft boards of students'
status.
Cards Were A Surprise
"I think the main value of this
thing was that we got a chance
to learn how much we really don't
know about the draft," said one
boy. "This bit about the registration eards really surprised me.

,=-~~~~~~==~~~

I
r

PREPARING SACKS of contributipns to the National Student Association book drive for distribution
to the needy arc (front, from left): Gl!lria Gonzales, Mike La_ Rue, John Thorson, Peggy Purtell, Gene
Moser, and (back, from left): Lee Martin, Frank Hobson, and Tom Snavely.

didn't know what they were
for," he said.
"They really screw you up on
this thing," one said, "you go
through registration and you see
eight tables and you turn in eight
cards if you don't sign all of
them some girl tells you 'hey you
d~dn't sign this.' "
"Gee, I didnt know that the
University noti.fies the draft
board j.f you drop a class,' said
another, "I just dropped a class'"
and went below 16 hrs.''
Many of the students thought
the forum was a success, but they
were surprised by the amount of
university policy they we.ren't
aware of.
"It seemed that the only people
who showed were those with axes
to grind and who are afraid to
get drafted," one said.
Forum Well Liked
The majority of the students
liked the idea of holding a forum,
but they felt that the topic the
forum covered was too broad.
.They felt the group covered two
~deas that could not be brought
together.
''First, we should cover the
problem of what is going to be
done to the present form of tb.!!.draft, then we should talk about
the role the University is going to
play."
"The professors on the floor
all stood up and defended their
resolutions but what does it have
to do with us," said one disillusioned student. "They got off in
to a philosophical discussion but
their resolutions will not help us.
That guy Sellinger is the only
one who proposed something that
will help." .
A veteran said, "All these guys
come here to bitch why they
shouldn't be drafted.'' They want
the university to tell the boards
they are in school and they want
them to lie when they drop hours
oi' get lousy grades."
Too Split Up
if'''
"I think the over all idea is a
good thing, I mean the forum but
it seems that all the guys with
bitches showed up and yelled and
screamed why they shouldn't be
drafted but there was nothing
new said," said another.
"The thing was too split up,n
said one. "The had those proposals from the professors but
you couldn't really choose because
they all dealt with something
different.'
"I thought the whole thing was
a pretty good idea hut t would
like to see it a little more clear
cut and deal with other things,"
said one girl.
I

I

I
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Castle Keep

15
Girls
Compete
Tonight
PAGE'S
CORNER For 8 est-Dressed 1-1 o n:.'P. ~~s
!>

'·_,

by

JOE PAGE
CASTLE KEEP (Fawcett Publications, Inc., 75c) William Eastlake
This World War II novel is
written in "interior monologues"
(which include much dialogue),

~BEF Might Slash

U. Money Request
The State Board of Educational Finance on Saturday deferred
action on UNM's 1967-68 budget
recommendation after hinting at
a are commendation of $12,861,000, far less than the $16,439,300
figure the University is asking.
UNM's current budget is $11,208,000.
President Tom L. Popejoy told
the LOBO that the representatives from UNM asked for the
University based on an increase
in the administrative and buildings and grounds budget. UNM
'""-a.-ants its current budget of 11.2
million increased by $5.2 million.
Popejoy Explains Budget
The University feels, said
Popejoy, that too large a percentage of their budget is being
used for instructional pul'lloses.
The University is asking for an
increase in these other areas because they feel that a five percent increase in their budget is
not sufficient, Popejoy added.
In the instructal expenditures
UNM has had a 2 percent jump
from last year, bringing the increase to 8 percent.
Popejoy said, however, that
since only a five percent increase
had been made in the area of
buildings and grounds, it was decided to ask :lor a hike in its
' allocation.
No Action Taken
No definite action however was
taken by the BEF and another
meeting will be held on Dec. 19.
At that time the BEF must prepare a set of recommendations
for the state schools which will
be presented to the State Legislature. The Legislature will have
the final word in approving the
1967-68 budget.
In determining the recommendations for the general fund appropriation, the BEF will take
certain factors into consideration.
The BEF will consider the fact
that UNM receives income form
state lands, from the federal government and private foundations
and that UNM has other sources
of income.
·• ' The BEF held several meetings, this weekend, the last one
on Saturday, to hear budget preparations by UNM and five other
state unive sities. All six. state
educational institutions are asking for a substantial increase
into their budgets.

Free Lessons

New Fencing Club
Meets Thursday
The UNM Fencing Association,
a newly formed organization, is
inviting all fencing enthusiasts
and all those interested in learning about fencing to their meet"'"ings on Tuesdays and Thursdays
in room 139 of Johnson Gymnasium at 7 p.m.
,Joe Sackett, president of the
group, said that Mrs. Hugh Miller, nationally known fencer, will
be available for lessons to be
given free of charge. The dues
for the club are $3.00 a year.
The group will also supply all the
equipment for those who need it.
The group plans to use the traditional three fencing weapons:
sabre, epee, and foil. Any UNM
student or faculty member can
join the organization, and the
only equipment he or she will
need is a pair of tennis shoes,
aborts and a sweatshirt.

,.
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and you feel out reality in the
changes of personal styles, events
moods, etc., that take place in and
around the same location, the
castle.
Now this castle is really hot for
analysis, being a symbol, and
even better, a symbol discussed
within the book, by the characters.
There .is real meat for the English department here. (There are
other symbols, images, etc., but I
won't list them; as long as you
know they're there, you'll have
that comfortable feeling of reading something vaguely connected
with your English homework).
Book Is Tragic
Anyway, going through different viewpoints, you get attached
to the castle, the French people,
and the humorous American
soldier-buddies: you live a lot
with them all. It will probably
turn you on in a very human way,
but this doesn't last-the book is
definitely a tragedy, and it makes
lots of bones about it too.
I think the monologues are in
chronological sequence, but I do
not care. Some relate episodes unrelated, plotwise, to the novel
proper, but all describe a single
train of events, at the ending. The
monologues of the nine soldiers
are funny, eventful, and surrealistic, with the exception of a lot
of the officers' thoughts-this
seems to point to some kind of
statement by Eastlake about responsibility although I don't know
what it is.
"Reality" Anchors Plot
The monologues of the French
count who owns the castle, and
his wife, are austerely resigned
and romantically sad (respectively). It's bits of "reality" like
theirs, and the officers' that keep
the book from floating away on
the manic whims of its creator.
These bits of hardness finally
swarm together and take over the
ending, and they turn all that
apparatus of warmth, humor, sadness, responsibility, senses of location and persons, they take all
of the identifications you've spent
most of the novel building, and
turn it around on you like a
machine gun.
That ending doesn't derive its
shatter from stark realism, either,
but goes the other way and becomes strange and terrible sorts
of songs.
Anyway, get this book before
you go blind or die or something,
because it will help you accept
such things better.

Voting Is Todoy
On U. and Droft
UNM students are asked to express their feeling on the draft
and the role of the Universit-y in
the Selective Service. The referendum will be held today in the
Union from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The Senate Committee on thP.
Selective Service is sponsoring
the referendum in conjunction
with the Student Affairs Com·
mittee to sample student opinion.
The committees have prepared today's ba1lot from the four faculty
draft resolutions and others submitted by interested students.
Broken Into Views
The committee decided to take
the resolutions and break them
up into separate and divergent
views. These views will be offered
as choices for students. Some of
these views are complete abolition of the draft, a lottery form
of the draft and the status quo.
Committee members said they
would try to give students a
clearly defined choice on opinion
questions and try their best to
represent all sides of the question.
Results G& To Faculty
Results from the referendum
will be submitted by the Student
Affairs Committee to the faculty
committee as information to allow the faculty to work out a
proposal of its own,

Tonight is the big night fol' 15
hopefuls in this year's BestDressed Girl on Campus· contest
being sponsored by Theta Sigma
Phi, women's journalism honorary, UNM.
A panel of seven judges will
select a winner and first and
second runners-up at 7:30 tonight
in the Union ballroom. They will
choose from 15 semifinalists
modeling their own outfits: an
evening dress, a street dress, and
a campus dress.
The girls will be judged on
poise, personality, use of makeup, good grooming, and taste and
economy in choosing clothes.
Will Compete Nationally
UNM's new Best-Dressed Girl
will go on to compete with winners from other colleges and universities across the country in
Glamour magazine's search for
the Ten Best-Dressed College
Girls in the United States. Pictures of UNM's winner in her
three outfits will be sent to Glamour for' the national judging.
If she becomes one of Glamour's
chosen ten, the UNM coed will
appear in the August 1967 issue
of the magazine and be flown to
New York, June 5-16 for an allexpense paid visit to cultural
centers, museums, evenings at the
theatre, and dinner at famous
restaurants. She will also have
a chance to meet some of the
leaders in the world of fashion
and beauty.
Winner Gets Free Clothes
In Albuquerque, UNM's Miss
Best-Dressed will receive her

choice of a new outfit from Tops
'N' Bottoms Shop, 2222 Central
SE. She wil! also have the honor
of representing the University
with her new title throughout the
school year, as will the runnersup.
The 15 semifinalists competing
in the final judging tonight were
chosen from an original list of
48 coeds who ente1·ed the contest
at its sta1·t as representatives of
22 different campus organiza ..
tions.
This is the second year that
Theta Sigma Phi has sponsored
the Best-Dressed contest. Last
year's winner was Kathleen Rail,
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Evening Abroad is Theme
Of International Club Ball

1'·

;': .,._, ....

Ft. Worth, Tex., a sophmno're 'tHis
year majoring in history-~\ '• .:

Unusual decorations are slated
for the Union Ballroom fOl' the
traditional International Club
ball to be held Dec. 17 at UNM,
With the theme "An Evening
Abroad" decorations will include
the Taj Majal of India, a medieval English castle, and an Indian pueblo of New Mexico on
drawings around the balhoom.
Refreshments will be served at
sidewalk cafes and cosmopolitan
restaurants.
The bt\11 is open to the public
with the dress being any kind of
masqu!lrade costume or semiformal attire. Many foreign students will wear their native costumes.
Five judges will select the
'most original costumes for a
couple, girl, and boy with prizes

let us help you- ·

-

'Since 1947'

LAS LOMAS
SERVICE STATION

-

b

Lomas at

Monte Vista NE
255-1851

C. Woodrow Wilson Pharmacy
3100 Central Ave. E. at Richmond
Free! Come in for your "1967" Desk Calendar.-

255-5581

MEMBERS OF THE RODEY PLAYERS rehearse a scene from the group's upcoming production,
"The Birthday Party," by Harold Pinter. The play, which will open this Friday and run through
Dee. 16, revolves around a man in hiding and his pursuers. Students may pick up tickets on their activity cards at the University Theater box office or at the Union Ticket Booth.

Greens Hanging
Set for Sunday

Senatorial candidates are
invited to appear before Student Senate at tonight's session. Candidates are asked to
come at 6:30 p.m.

U. Drama Tryouts
Start on Monday

. Kisten to KUNM

Kisten to KUNM
298-1828
Childrens• Books
Bargains

The Registered Nurse and the U.S. Air Force

Senate

The University Theatre at
Rodey Hall will hold tryouts next
week for its third production of
the year, "Caesar and Cleopatra,"
by George Bernard Shaw. There
are eighteen parts for men and
six for women in the show. Production will be second semester.
Tom Calkins, a new director in
the drama department, will be
heading the show.
Tryout dates are Monday the
12th, 4 to 5:30 and 7:30 to 9,
and Tuesday from 4 to 5:30.
These are open tryouts and anyone may be east in the show. Tryouts will be held at Rodey
Theatre.

Students For a Democratic
Society will meet this evening at
7:30 in the free speech area of
the Union.

89 Winrock Center
Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperbacks

Popular lines of Mens and ladies Toiletries.
(UNM Student Credit Cards)

SDS

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY

Christmas Jewelry-Lighters-Pen Sets.

Free Delivery

of $6, .$15 ,and $25. A $250 ladies
wig and a Polaroid camera will
be given as door prizes. A variety
of music will be provided from 8
to 12 by the Continentals.
Tickets will go on sale this
week at the International Club's
table in the lounge of the Union.
The prices are $1 and $1.50 for
stu.dents, and general admission
is $1.50 for one and $2 for
couples.

CENTRAL SE
Guaranteed 30 Minute Delivery

247-8777

' "Hanging of the Greens," the Mrs. Tom Popejoy where luminatraditional ceremony marking the ries will be set up by Alpha Phi
advent of Christmas at UNM, is Omega, service fraternity.
scheduled Sunday, Dec. 11.
Along the routes members will
As in past years, it will be hang greens on the doorways of
sponsored by Mortar Board, hon- student residences while one fiveorary :lor senior women, with foot wreath will decorate the new
participation of both campus resi- Concert Hall and another will be
dents and townspeople.
placed in the Union. Partipants
Starts at 6 :30
will carry candles to iluminate
Promptly at 6:30p.m. this Sun- the processions.
day the bell north of the Union
Hot chocolate will be served at
will signal the start of five pro- the assembly planned :lor later
cessions from various sections of in the Union Ballroom where Dr.
the campus. Students residing in Harold Lavender, dean of stuAlbuquerque will be encouraged dents, will lead a program of
to join one forming at Johnson community singing.
Gymnasium, while others will begin at Coronado Hall; the corner
of Mesa Vista and University
surrounded by the Kappa Kappa
Gamma, Pi Beta Phi, Alpha Chi
Omega and Delta Gamma sororAn. open house at the new
ity houses; the conrer of Las architecture building, Stanford
Lomas and University; and from and Central, at UNM will be held
the Alpha Delta Pi sorority this Friday from 4 to 6 p.m.
house.
The student chapter of the
Will Serenade Popejoy
American Institute of Architects
The processions will converge is sponsoring the sightseeing venfor carol singing at the campus ture, open to all Albuquerque
residence of UNM President and architects and the public.

AWS
Associated Women's Students
is having a meeting of the hours
changes committee today at 3:30
in the council room upstairs in
the Union. AU interested students are invited to attend the
meeting.

The U.S. Air Force and you. The role of the registered nurse in
support of America's fighting men will be discus5ed at: a coffee
ond tea given by representatives of the Air Force at 7:00 p.m.
on Monday 12 December 1966. Air Force Major Mary Petry will
be available to provide information and to answer questions on
a career with the Aerospace team. You are invited to stop-in at
the Gondolier Room in Wyatt's Cafeteria at Coronado Shopping
Center.

f)(!)f)(!I)jf!
~tullllle, iltubble

l»biilkeril are
trouble!

• •• ••• • •• • ••
••• ••• ••••
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Open House Is Set
By U. Architects

Here's the.easy,,
quick way to

J]arlt~ rhlearbeb 11Jarb•

Jlorelco l\otarp JSlabe£'
rib tbte of £'babtng woe£'.

You can•t get a juggler
from Santa

UNM BASKETBALL GAMES
Hail to the Norelco 'Flip-Top' Speedshaver® 20. Close.
Comfortable. And smooth. Famous rotary blades
stroke whiskers off, nobly. Never nick, cut or scrape,
Easy flip-top cleaning, too.
Priced as low as a year's supply
of razor blades and shave cream I

Ride the bus!
Albuquerque Ttahsit buses leave Johnson Gym parking lot every evening there's a home game at to-minute
intervals, starting at 7:10. These are express buses directly to new gym. Return trips to campus at 1 o-minute
, intervals after game. Price-just 25¢ each way.

THE JUGGLE·R
25c

HERE IN JANUARY

Eyes ~ight for the new Noreleo Tripleheader Speedshover 35T.
You're finished shaving neorly 40% faster thon ever before!
18 rotary blades whip oway whiskers at 77miles on hour.
So close we dare to match shaves with a blade.
With Microgroove floating heads and pop·up trimmer.

,-----~,.......---,

A~l'e/cd19tile fast, c/(Jse, C(JJ»/()t/n/;/e e/ecttic shat~e '--==-------1

@ 1?66 North Amcrieon'l'hillps

Compony,lnc., 100 Eost42nd Stroot, NewYor~, Now York 10017

~-----------------------------------~
.

.
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HOPE FOR ASIAN PEACE
THE WORLD desparately needs some individual, free
from partisan influences or considerations, to initiate and
pursue means of settling international disputes~ clearly, no
man is better qualified to play this role than the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations, whoever he may be. Chosen
to be above national, regional, racial, religious, ideological or
political partisanhood, the Secretary-General is ideally the
spokesman for the conscience, the hopes and the aspirations
of the entire international community. He, more than anyone
else, should be in a position to further the quest for peace,
harmony, and progress among all men.
There seems little doubt that this is how Secretary-General U Thant visualizes his job. But there is equally little
doubt that he has felt increasingly frustrated in his efforts
(even when carefully and circumspectly pushed) to play this
role. It is generally agreed that frustration over big-power
lack of support for a more vigorous role for the SecretaryGeneral lay behind U Thant's expressed determination to
step down when his five-year term was up.

·r.

THEREFORE we warmly applaud word that, in return
for accepting another term, U Thant has received assurance
that h~ will be given greater opportunity for effective action
on outstanding world issues. Although it remains to be seen
in practice just how much additional initiative is being given
the Secretary-General, it appears that a definite forward
• step in making the secretary-generalship more meaningful
has been taken.
The fact that the "formula" whereby U Thant was persuaded to stay on was drafted with the active participation
of the United States, the Soviet Union, Great Britain, and
France is an earnest that the Big Four are ready to meet at
least a part of the Secretary-General's demands. Since the
latter's resignation speech had expressed (in fact if not in
words) dissatisfaction with American, Russian, and French
positions on some of his initiatives, it is welcome news that
these three are among the prime movers to retain his services.
OF ALL the Secretary-General's wishes, the fondest
. would appear to be his desire to find some means of ending
the Vietnamese war through peaceful negotiation. We can
think of no higher immediate task for the Secretary-General
or one which desrves greater support from all-combatant
and noncombatant alike.
We hope that the prestige which he has received from his
reelection, and the added support which he has been given
by the great powers will encourage U Thant to a renewed
search for peace in Southeast Asia. This, we are confident,
is what the world hopes from him.
-Christian Science Monitor

Draft CIa r if i c-a-tion---· S e'en

Supreme Court's Rulings
Aid Commies, Says Writer
By MIKE KUNIKIS
There is much· controversy raging today over that part of our
government known as the Supreme Court. Just what has the
Court done to receive the wrath
of such a large segment of the
public? Let's take a look at a few
facts.
The Supreme Court, under
Chief Justice Earl Warren, has
certainly made many controversial decisions. For example, New
York City fired several teachers
for Communist activities, and the
Warren Court, in the case of
Slochower vs. Board of Higher
Education, ruled that they had to
be reinstated and given back pay.
Slochower himself drew an indemnity of $40,000 from the New
York taxpayers.
In another decision, the State
Bar Examining Board of California refused a license to an
identified Communist, but the Supreme Court, under the leadership of Earl Warren, ruled that
he had to be addmitted. (Konigsberg vs. State Board)
To many, it seems as though
the Supreme Court is ruling too
often in favor of the Communists.
It also seemed that way to the
U.S. Senate Committee on the
Judiciary, which set about to investigate the administration of
the Internal Security Act and
other internal security laws.
Their report was released in
March 1958, and it is among the
most interesting government documents ever released. Let's examine it closely, for it makes
some interesting observations
about the Supreme Court.
For instance, it says that the
global record of Communist conquest by paralysis suggests that
the Supreme Court, by reas(ln of
function and character, is a likely
fulcrum for pressure operations
to paralyze anti-Communist forces
in the American government. It
goes on to say that the Supreme
Court's patterns coincide with
established pressure patterns of
the Communist global conquest by
paralysis.
The question is asked in the
report if the Court's pronouncements reflect an awareness of the
nature, record, and techniques of
the Communist global conquest.
To this the Committee answers
no, for to use its own words, "Any
other answer would carry the implication of conscious treason by
the Court. If rational processes
can reconcile the stature, dignity,
and constitutionally assumed
omniscient responsibility of the
Court with the evident ignorance,
flagrant misconception, and almost incredible unawareness reflected by its pro-Communist pattern, then only one . conclusion
remains to Congress."
The Committee's rewrt then
states a few more damning observations about the Court, such
as that its decisions follow preestablished Communis'!; lines and
contentions, and that the decisions of the Court have assumed
a pattern of aid and comfort to
the enemy.
Perhaps the most violent blasting the Supreme Court has ever
received lies in this report when
the Committee states "The Court's

decisions have done more for
enemy forces and objectives than
might have been accomplished by
any other agency or form of paralysis, short of the actual overthrow of the American government."
So much for the report by the
Committee on the Judiciary. Let
us now turn to the Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court, Earl Warren, The appointment of Warren
was an amazing one in every way.
For the first time in 43 years, a
man was named to the post of
Chief Justice who had no previous experience in the judiciary.
The background of Warren was
entirely political: Attorney General of California, and governor
of that state three times.
What adds to the amazement
was the fact that his political
views were the very reason for his
appointment, for as President

®lilt

j~J\N

Eisenhower put it, Ead Warren
was "a middle-of-the-roader."
H!>wever, not everyone believed
Warren to be in the "middle," for
the leftist Americans for Democratic Action actually supported
Warren for the presidential nomination in 1955.
But there are those who indeed
favor our present Supreme Court.
For instance, Dorothy Healey,
former chairman of the Communist Party of Los Angeles County and spokesman for West Coast
Communists, said after a Supreme
Court decision which had freed
from conviction fourteen Communists and which had all but destroyed the Smith Act, "This is
the greatest victory the Communist Party ever had." She added
that it would "result in the rejuvenation of the Communist
Party in America."
(Continued on page 6)

(Continued from page 1)
The proposals are not mutually
exclusive, and the referendum
acheduled to take place today is
structured with this ~n mind. Bob
McGeorge, chairman of the Senate Draft Committee, said that
there will be much latitude on the
referendum ballots for all opinions on the draft.
Camphora Speaks
Colonel Ralph Camphora, State

Its Second

NASA Contract
Signed With UNM
'CHILDREN FROM THE All Faiths Receiving Home were taken
to the Albuquerque Zoo, a picnic, and to various other scenic
spots last week as a pre-Christmas event spons(lred by Yaqui
House of Mesa Vista Hall at UNM. Among participants were
(from left): Danny Mason, Carlene Kochan, Mary We11s and
Bob Finch, one of the instigators of the project. Others were
Carl Sparks, Hank Bruce and Freddy Heitman.

Food For Thought

Alfered Stew Designed
As Tasteful Substitute

lllOOJftE

The Place
'Where It Happened
By ARTHUR HOPPE
San FranciBco Chronicle

"Life," President Kennedy once said, "is unfair."

• * *

It's been three years now. In the watery autumn sunshine the winter
rye is forcing up tender shoots, creating patches of light green on
the grassy knoll. The dead leaves from the scattered oak trees crunch
underfoot.
There towers the Texas School Book Depository, square, solid and
unchanged. How close it is, How easy a shot. Three girl clerks in
bouffant hairdos skitter up the steps, laughing.
There stands the wooden picket fence where some swore they saw
puffs of smoke. There is the railroad overpass, ~here so~e say thC:Y
saw more assassins. And here the three-lane highway dtps. Here IS
where it happened.
The trucks, the buses, the cars roar over the spot heading for Fort
Worth and out across the Texas plains.
At the entrance to the little plaza through which the highway dips,
near a huge statue of some pioneer and on a low wall ~hind an
historical obelisk, they have finally erected a plaque. It briefly tells
the story. A bronze map adjacent how the parade route and the location of a "John F. Kennedy Memorial Plaza" a bl!>ck away.
The memorial plaza is a weed-filled Iot-an Allrite auto pa~k.
"They're talking about putting a two-story underground garage wttb
a little park on top," says an old man. "But seeing it took them three
years to get that plaque up, it'll take them six years to get the park.''
Behind the plaque is a row of 14 floral offerings. One, a bouquet. of
wilting yellow chrysanthemums, carries a faded note: "In. lovmg
memory from a Christian patriot.'' Most of he res are plastic roses
on styrofoam wreaths, advertising "The James Haynes Gar," "The
Democratic Council of Clubs" and the like.
On the grassy knoll right next to where it happened two workmen
are lying in the sun and a gardener is moving sprinklers. The gardener
was there when it happened. He doesn't mind telling about it. But he
doesn't want to give his name.
"I heard the shots all right. Sounded to me like they all come from
the same direction. But I couldn't swear to it, though.'' And then he
went on to grumble about the long dry spell and how "we haven't had
but one little spurt of rain for months.''
Five tourists are now studying the map next to the plaque, frowning and pointing like amateur detectives as they argue .about where
the shots could have come from. Downtown you can still buy picture
postcards of the scene.
"But one thing we don't want," a Dallas businessman said uneasily,
"is to make a tourist attraction out of it.''
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By JAY ROSENBERG
Altered Stew doesn't use any
chunky stewing beef at alJ! In'stead, as a sneaky expedient, we
begin with already-prepared beef
stew. Remember, prepared foods
in America are designed for people sans taste-buds-like that
housewife you see on television
who cooks in high-heeled shoes.
We Impoverished Students, however, cook for those who enjoy
flavor. Hence, we arc going to add
some. Take:
Enough canned beef stew to go
around
A carrot or two
Some whole, small, peeled
onions
Procedure: Season the stew with
salt, pepper, garlic powder and
other things that look good. (N.B.,
sweet spice--i.e., cloves, cinnamon, etc. - goes exceptionally
well in this recipe. It interacts
with the pepper and with the
wine--which I'm going to men-

tion in a minute-to provide
some deliciously startling taste
combinations.) Now pour in a
cup or two of cooking sherry and/
or
vin
exceedingly-ordinaire
(that cheap red wine you've been
dying to use). Add cut-up peeled
carrots and the small onionspeeled and whole. Simmer for
about %-%. hour. Serve hot over
fresh bread.
Senior David Cartago Gomes
d'Casseres y Lattimore, an itinerant miniaturist and dear friend,
originated this particular mode
of stew alteration. Together we
evolved the following strategy:
If anyone asks, you made the
whole thing from scratch and it
took you all day. Under duress,
say you used a vintage wine, and
that's the whole secret. The fresh
vegetables are for ethnic reasons
and also serve to add credence to
your claim as creative cook and
originator of the stew-entire. Besides, there's sort of a mystique
about finding a whole, peeled
onion in anything.
Next: A far-out recipe from Old
Anatolia.

The UNM Technology Application Center (TAC) which recently signed its second contract with
the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, now has
2~ fee paying industrial clientmembers.
The TAC contract with NASA
provides partial financial support
and information support. Additional funds come from UNM
and clients. The new contract for
one year sets the NASA funding
at $151,099.
The TAC program, designed to
transfer NASA-produced technology to the private businessindustrial sector of the economy
of New Mexico and the Southwest, offers a variety of services
to members on a fee basis.
One of the most recent member
services added by TAC is the
dissemination of computer programs and computer information.
Data are provided by several
sources, including the Computer
Software Management and Information Center (COSMIC) at
the University of Georgia.
Through the COSMIC service,
members have access to a wide
range of well documented, operational computer programs.

Selective Service director, spoke
on the mission of the selective
service and on the student classification policy. He defined the
mission as follows: 1) Adequate
armed strength to insure the security of the nation; 2) Maintenance· of an effective national
economy; 3) Maintenance of
armed forces reserves; 4) Fullest use of technical, 11cientific
and other critical manpower-including research and development.
Camphors went on to explain
that the classification l-S(C) is
available to students as a possibility for temporary deferment
for a student who has been reclassified as 1-A.
Schmidt Charges "Easy Way"
Prof. Paul Schmidt characterized his resolution as follows: "I
have attempted to focus attention
on the bad effects of the -SSS on
the University. It has led the student to take the easy and presents
a tremendous temptation to cheat
in order to remain in the upper
portion of their class."
Prof. Roger Anderson explained his resolution as an attempt to
make the job of the SSS "much
more difficult." He said be viewed
the actions of the SSS as negation
of their responsibility to consider
each person as an individua1. "It
is very easy," he said, "to put
the responsibility on the University to make broad decisions based
on class standing and thus deal
with the single mark of a pencil."
Selinger Favor.s L!>ttery
Carl Selinger's proposal favoring the lottery system was considered by many at the meeting to
constitute the greatest change
from the existing sysetm. ~e
equality of the lottery would end
the SSS's attempt to "play God"

SHE LIKES TO
GO FORMAL •••

1':1 !~; .: •\\

s~
RENTS TUXEDOS
COMPlETE includes Shirt, Cummer.
bund, Suspenders, Handkerchief,
Studs, Cufflinks, Tie and
Boutonniere. . ..•.•• , • • . . . . . 10.00
COAT AND TROUSERS • , •.• , 6.50

5~

FIRST AND GOLD

2-'17-4347

ARE YOU SURE YOU
,
KNOW WHAT YOU'RE DOING?

"The Given Word"
To Be Presented
A foreign film and a classic
will be offered this week at the
Union Theater at UNM with two
showings each.
The Brazilian-Portuguese film,
"The Given Word," will be shown
Thursday, and the classic 'Singing In The Rain" will be presented Friday, each at 7 and 9:30
p.m.

People in love have a crazy way of getting wrapped
up in each other and forgettiug about everything else.
So, unless you want to make a mistake, forget about love
when you're buying a diamond ring.
If you'd like some expert help, in fact, go see your
.ArtCarved jeweler. He has beautiful diamond rings £roll!
$150 to over $1000. Every one has a gemologist's evaluation
inscribed on the inner band. Every one is guaranteed.
So don't get emotional at a time like this. Get careful.
If you don't know anything about diamonds, sec your
ArtCnrved je\\'cler. He does. ~Carvede

.. * ..

And as I stood there amid the gas fumes and traffic noise of where
it happened, I was suddenly and briefly filled with a great rage.
It wasn't a rage at plastic Rowers or secret guilts or crass commer·
cialism or that the world goes on as it has always gone on. N11r was
it that the scene of what we think of as "a noble martyrdom" seems,
on visiting it, simply a lousy place to die. What enraged me, I think,
was the full, shocking realization that life is so damned unfair.

Odd
Bodkins
By Dan 0' Neill

by deciding who does or does not
get deferred," Selinger said.
Professor Robert Duncan asked
for a continuation of the present
student defe~·ment system in his
proposal, but added that "draftees
should under no circumstances be
sent to a war that has not ·been
formally declared to exist by the
Congress of the United States.
The referendum to be held today will not require choice of any
one of the proposals in its absolute terms. The voter will be able
to make it clear what terms of
each proposal he accepts, and he
may add any terms he wishes.

•

THE BLUESY SC£NE will be
treated to a big evening tlais
Friday niglat as Dionne Warwick appears on the UNM cam•
pus. The tall, slender songstress
will perform in concert in John·
son Gym at 8 p.m. Admission is
$2.50 general admission and
$UO for students.

DIONNE WARWICK
IN CONCERT
FRIDAY, Dec. 9-8:00 P.M., CONCE~T HALL
Students $1.50

General Admission $2.50

L--------------','

See Dream Diamond Rings only at these Authorized ArtCarved Jewelers
AlamogordoSORENSON JEWELRY

Gallup_HOLMAN JEWELRY CO.

AlbuquerqueBUTTERFIELD JEWELRY

Los AlamosHAYES JEWELRY

AlbuquerqueJUDD JEWELERS

Sa!lta FaGORDON'S JEWELERS

ArtesiaCHANDLER15 JEWELRY

Silver CityPAUL R. GANTZ
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Capitol Report

Rebuilding
Task
State Democrats Eye

his days are now over, in the
time in pearly 30 years, It is sig- political $ense, and there is little
While we agree that these the Depression, and the state has nificant in this light that Dave he can contribute to the efforts
By MARK ACUFF
suffered the ills of patronage Cargo had to buck th!l entrenched
of other Democrats.
New Mell:ico's Democratic Party, things had bearing on the out- politics &nd innovative stagna- old guard of his p<lrty to do it,
come
of
the
election
in
our
state,
Demos Need New Faces
tion
in
inverse
proportion
to
the
long torn by factional strife, has
Cargo Is "Imaginative"
The Democrats have got to
decline of the GOP. Ed Mechem's
we·
would
assert
that
there
is
a
rather suddenly found itself with
We now have, fortunately, an find new faces, fresh talent and
election as governor was not due
more
fundamental
reason:
the
imagi1lative,
aggressive GQP new thinkip.g. Perhaps if Henry
neither faction in ascendancy and
to a Republican resurgence, but
the entire party on the outside Democrats lost the election be- to a vain hope on the part of the governor, who intends to be re- Kiker had not died (he BUrely
cause they should have lost most
elected in two years and hopes
looking in.
previous illections. The Qnly rea- taxpayers that some Democratic to lead in a GOP congressional would have been the Democratic
hands
could
be
kept
temporarily
guber:natorial
candidate
tllis
Now the party must undertake son that they did not lose (jn redelegation. It ill about time.
year), thingB would be different.
the task of rebuilding, all mem- cent years) was the utter lack of out of the till.
A cursory glance at the results Kiker had hoped to rebuild the
Mechem was New Mexico's
bers agree, with an eye toward opposition.
of
the November election would New Mexico party in the Kennedy
Eisenhower: an honest and. likable
the 1968 elections. But before the
If
the
Democrats
in
New
Mexlead
most anyone to conclud!l New Frontier image,
left
no
imprint
whatman
who
rebuilding can be started, it might ico are a sorry group today, the
that
the
GOP could have picked
But Kiker is gone, and no one
be well to examine the cause of Republicans must share the blame. soever on the evolution of govern·
seat
in Congress and per- has stepped forward to take his
up
a
ment,
and
contributed
nothing
to
the downfall,
No democratic system can long
haps in the Senate, had they
There is no shortage of self- function efficiently without a via- strenghtening the position of his fielded more attractive candidates. place. Fabian Chavez, though
young, has become an elder
professed pundits willing to offer ble opposition. The majority party party.
Rep. E. S. Johnny Walker came statesman of the party. It is inDemocrats Kept Control
observations on the cause of the must be frightened and hounded
So, though we had a GOP· gov- within a hair of becoming a one- teresting that Chavez has thrown
demise of the Democrats in New into improving its perfonnance
term congressman. A younger,
Mexico. It was a national trend, and upgrading the quality of its ernor for a time, the Democrats more aggressive GOP candidate his support behind young Dave
in
virtually
total
conremained
Norvell for party leadership in
or a tluke. It was Viet Nam, in- candidates, in order to stay in
trol of all other fac;ets of state could have beat him with ease- the statehouse. The future may
flation, the price of milk. It was power.
governm!lnt, and experienced no and may do so in 19681 if the lie with such youngsters,
the highway department or the
New Mexico has not had a challenge to their stranglehold on Republicans can :lind such a man.
liquor licenses, Or all of these genuine
Republican Party since the state's congressional repre"No More Coattail$"
things and more.
Sen.
Clinton P. Anderson has
sentation.
MR. G'S PIZZA
Wh11t happened to the Demo- "no more coattails," as one Democrats in November, 1966, is sim- crat county chairman told us the
GIVES FREE
ple: the Republicans put up a other day. Whether the venerable
positive, effective candidate for senator, who has spent most of
COFFEE REFILLS
governor and fought like a gen- his adult life in public service,
finishes out his six-year tenn or
not, it will be his last. AnderaoP.
mn.........
Carter, who ran a surprisingly
good race against Anderson, will
be ready to try again at the next
opportunity, as will others.
By
ANN BAILEY
'"" u.. ., ... um.....
Rep. Tom Morris, who led the
(Continued from page 4)
(Editor's Note: This is the see• noted.
ticket for the Democrats this
IJUIJT!I UlOAI '
There have been others prais· year, is not "unbeatable:' as many
ond article in a series of six by
While he feels that some stu·
Miss Bailey on attrition at UNM. dents don't know he exists, Blake ing the Supreme Court. In Sep· Democrats think. Morris is a hard
/1;1Jf{Jiele lit~UJ~y /)pe
It examines some of the reasons hasn't found it particularly diffi- tember 1957, the C.ommunists held worker and respected by his colwhy students drpp out of school.) cult to get students to come to a rally in New York. The purpose leagues. But he is also a lacke Hoir CuHing
What goes into the making of him. He has noticed that more of this rally was, as The Daily luster congressman, with no ideas
e Coloring &
a dropout? UNM psychiatrist Dr. freshmen and seniors contact his Worker put it, "To pay honor to of his own and a mediocre record.
Tinting
Henry Blake feels that social office for advice than do other the U.S. Supreme Court and its He can be beaten by a good canClOSED MONDAYS
recent decisions:' and to "hit out didate.
;pressure at the University plaYs groups.
at attempts to undo the deci242-8935"
a big role in causing students to
O.ften Can't Study
2514 CENTRAL SE
Montoya "Worried''
drop out of school.
Freshmen, Blake finds, often sions.''
The most worried man in New
There is something dreadfully
"At this University there is too have difficulty learning how to
Mexico
the moment is Joe
about today's Supreme Montoya.atAnd
much pressure on the student to study. Coming directly out of sinister
worried he should
Court. Its decisions lately have
identify himself as a social sue- high school; they can find col- been
be,
for
the
trend
in the state is
ones which have helped to
cess," said Dr. Blake, when asked lege too demanding, he feels. Then destroy the rights of our country, obviously to his disadvantage. He
why the attrition rate at UNM is too, he sees less chance for them of our states, and of the indivi- lost heavily in the primary, ~:tnd
so high ('75 per cent as reported to li!Stablish any type of personal dual. Even David Lawrence, who the reluctance of his organization
in the 1965 Report on the Uni- relationship with a faculty mem- is known for his restraint and to support Gene Lusk in the gen•
eral election won few :friends in
versity College.)
her.
Without the support that such objectivity, has called the deci- the party. The junior senator's
a relationship can give, many stu- sions of the Court "treason's speeches seem to get louder and
Many Cannot "Identify''
victory!' Strong words
He says that many students dents throw up their hands in a greatest
indeed.
They
are words which louder these days, Sin though he
who come to him simply are un- gesture of "what's it all for?" he should cause a few sleepless were running scared.
The only man of anv real -statable to identify with an image of said.
nights for every American who
ure
in the state's congressional
In
the
case
of
seniors
Blake
social success.
still has in his soul a deep love
delegation
is Sen. Anderson. But
that
they
usually
have
suspects
Blake is a local psychiatrist
:for this great American republic.
Despite
adjusted
to
college
life.
But
when
who has been working on a partfiendish torture
time basis at the University for faced -with the imminent prospect
the past five years. Presently he of tackling the "outside world;t
dynamic BiG Duo
s-pends 20 hours a week in con- there is often considerable a.ppre·
writes first
sultation with approximately 15 hension.
Get Eaton's Corrasable at
They're "Not Crazy"
to 20 students who come to him
Blake is quick to explain that
associated students bookstore
with various problems.
nrc's rugged pair of
a
student
who
takes
a
trip
to
a
Of the students whom he sees,
stick pens wins again
i)sychiatrist
".
.
•
is
not
crazy
Blake estimates that their most or likely to become crazy/' He
in unending; war
prevalent problems are ones of
ball·point
against
feels · that most students go
sex, marriage, and finance.
skip,
clog;
and
smear.
"Three out of every four cases through crise$ and stresses that,
Despite
horrible
that I see involve a feeling of re~ if given. the time, they could more
punishment by mad
jection by the opposite sex." be than likely work out for them·
scientists, me still
said. And the fourth case he de- selves.
writes
first time, every
But he also realizes that time
scribed as being worried about
time.
And
no wonder.
at a. premium in c(lllege.
not being more aggressive to- is While
mds
"Dyamite"
Ball
he does not .anticipate
wards the opposite sex.
is
the
hardest
metal
that the number of students comMost Lighten Their Loads
made, encased in a
When asked if many of the stu- ing to him will decline in the fusolid
brass nose cone.
dents he talks with are eareying ture, Blake is confident that
Will not skip, clog
whatever
problems
they
might
heavy .class schedules, Dr. Blake
or smear no matter
replied, "No. That is one of the bring can be solved. As he puts
what
devilish abuse
rarest things." The students he it, "Since coming to the Univeris
devised
for them
talks with are usually dropping sity, there is no social or psYchoby
sadistic
students.
first one class, and. then another, logical problem that I and my
With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you
Get the dynamic
and are on their way towards staff haven't worked with, and
arc: Duo at your
can
erase
that
goof
without
a
trace.
dropping out altogether, he said. therefore students can be assured
campus
store now.
These are often the ones with of help."
Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface per-
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Viet. Nam Legislator
Murdered in Saigon
By United. Press International
SAIGON- 'l'wo gunmen in
Saigon have a~~assinated a prominent member of the South
Vietnamese Con~>tituent Assembly, Tran Van Van. Van was a
leader of the assembly's southern
faction and one of Premier Ky's
most outspoken critics. A national
police spokesman says one of the
gunmen ip.volved in Van'l! alaying
is being questioned.
-o-

Nine houses were swept away in
Springville, roads were blocked
by high water and slides, As
much as 19 inches of rain has
fallen alone the Tule river.

U.S. Orbits New Weather Satellite
CAPE :KENNEDY-The U.S.
has orbited a new satellite to
maintain a watch on weather
from the east coast to mid-Australia and from Hudson Bay to
lower South America. The Application TechP.ology SateUite, as
it is called, also will relay comLBJ WiU Ask Congress For
munications signals between three
Money For War
continents. It hM gone into an
AUSTIN- President Johnson egg-shaped orbit ap.d is to be put
plans to ask Congress for a spe- into a final "stationary" orbit
cial appropriatioP. because of the over the Pacific this afternoon.
--aincreasing costs of fighting the
war in Viet Nam. Mr. Johnson
Kennedy Calls for Dral't Lottery
met with Defense Secretary McCHICAGO - Senator Edward
Namara yesterday to discuss
what will be needed. The presi- Kennedy says he hopes for a com·
dent was fairly precise in reveal- plete review of the draft by Coning the amount to newsmen: $9
to $10 billion. He said he still is
undecided whether to also ask for
a tax hike.

JOE SUTTON (standing) quizzes contestants for positions on the UNM college bowl t~am which
will go to Tempe Ariz next April to compete against teams from other Western Athletic Confer·
ence schools. Set 'to bu;z when they rec!lgnize the aJtswer to Sutton's .question are (seated, hom left);
David Lehman, Camille Evans, Rich Shaffer, and Jane Cohen. (LOBO Photo by Pawley)
·
to
·
grass· .an d actlon ·· t remove
· th mequities
ex1s report
m e to
system. Inhea says
telephone
a
draft conference in Chicago, Ken"

ne·dy s"1'd young men are forced
to playu a game of chance under
the present u system. The Massachusetts senator c~lled for a na-

tional draft lottery with no deferments for physica11Y and me~d men ~xcep t 1.,
n
tally qual'fi
1. e
hardship cases,

-()-

Southern California Hit llatd By
Rains
LOS ANGELES Reeord
early December rainfall is battering California. Southern California had its third rainstorm in
five days, threatening dams ~nd
mudslides. Near San Bernadmo,
four boys in a car were washed
downstream in a flooded creek
but were not hurt. Valley com•
munities were flooded with heavy
property damage about 200 persons were evacuated from the
Live Oak Canyon area when a
dam threatened to overflow.
Northern California was also
hard hit by the continuing downpours that sent raging torrents
down the slopes of the sierras.

88
90% ol Ame~~ Can
All O~el'll 29.35
Cars wHh Sell
AdJu•tel'll $2.00 extra.

Speech Stresses
Free Conscience
Dr. Joseph Hassett in his lecture to the Philosophy Club on
''Can There Be Public Law
Without Moralty" stressed the
importance of freedom of conscience.
The basis of his opinions is
the recognition of other peoples
rights. He fccla that there will
always be a coltflict of moral beliefs and interests, and that the
laws should be open to revision
because of· a change in moral
beliefll.
.
No nefinite Split
Bassett say& that any politically organized community has
some church state relationship.
And due to this relationship,
"there can be no dcfiniw split in
laws and morality.1'
He qualified this statement by
saying that no person has the
right to have ones own moral be·
lief be made into a law against
someone elses right of. conscience.
The definition that Hassett
gave of freedom of conscience is
"a persons radical right to be•
lieve what he thinks is morally
right."
'
Laws For The Majority
Bassett emphasised the . fact
that "there is no possibility of
giving everyone freedQm of conscience" and that laws are made
to protect the majority of the
peoples common good.
Dr. Hassett used the Supreme
Court as an example. He said the
Supreme Court has always made
decisions tnking the right of
conscience in mind, and they have
thought of a ways to mnke taws
that take into ~onsideration this
freedom •
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Meet the Lobos

Lobo Swing Man
Is ~x Frosh Si:ar
Steve Shropshire is such a versatile player that he is capable of
playing any one of the five positions and coach Bob King has indicated that he will he used a
great deal at all of them.
The sophomore from Farmington, New Mexico, was one of the
outstanding ·Performers on last
year's freshman squad which won
all hut two games. While used as
a starting forward on the Wolfpups, Steve scored in the double
figures and was one of the better rebounders on the team.
Picked As All-State
Steve was an all-state player in
his senior season at Farmington

U. 'Cogers Jump
To Sixth in} Poll

•
~

•'
(

;

'·

The UNM Lobos made the biggest jump in the United Press
International wire service basketball poll as they moved from
16th to seventh in the weekly
grading.
The Lobos were placed one vote
above conference rival BYU in
this week's rankings. The Poll
still shows Kentucky and Houston above the Wolfpack in the top
ten even though both were beaten on Monday night. The Polls
were one day behind the two upsets.
Others Listed
Ahead of the Lobos in the UPI
poll were UCLA, Kentucky Texas
Western, (whom the Lobos face
Dec. 16.); Michigan State, Houston, and Louisville. Rounding out
the top ten behind the Lobos were
BYU, North Carolina, and Virginia Tech.
In the Associated Press rankings the Wolfpack held onto their
6th place position behind the
same teams as in the UPI poll
with the exception of Michigan
State, which didn't even make the
AP top ten.
Poll lOS Votes
The Lobos did pick up ground
in the number of votes they tallied this week as compared with
the previous poll. In this week's
rating the Wolfpack gathered 108
votes from the sportswriters who
rank the teams. Last week UNM
had received just over 60 votes in
claiming the 6th position.
The biggest drop in either of
the two polls was when Duke,
which had been ranked fourth on
both, was dropped from the top
ten in the UPI and down to
seventh in the AP. It marked the
first time in two years that the
Blue Devils had dropped out of
the elite group in either poll.

TW vs.UNM
A spokesman for lCOB-TV
last night said that the basketball game between the
Texas Western Miners and
UNM would probably not be
televised because of the inability of the TV station to
obtain the program rights
from lCOB Radio.
The spokesman said that be~ause the advertisers had already bought time with the
radio station it would not be
possible to get the needed
sponsors for a television production. He also said that because of the greater cost of
a telecast advertisers would
have to pay extra for their
already bought spots.

Rhodesia Talk
The University Conservative
Forum will present the second
part of its program "Rhodesia
Today," tonight at 7:30 in the
Council Room of the Union. The
program concentrates on discovering the causes of the present
crisis over Rhodesia.

No. 44

High School and helped his team
to the state tournament. He led
the Scorpions in scoring and rebounding for both his junior and
senior seasons.
Although Steve saw only spotty action in the first two games
this season, a;fter seeing the hustling swing man in practice for
the month and a half before the
season it is obvious that he will
be a great asset to the Lobos'
previous depth .problem.
Will Be Swing Man
Of course the finest tribute to
Shropshire is that the coaches
plan to use him at any of the
positions on the court. Although
at 6-5 Steve is probably best suited for playing the forward slot,
he has the speed and hands to
move into a guard position. He
also has the muscle and the jumping ability to mix it up with the
big boys under the boards.
Shropshire is one of four sophomores who were picked by King
to remedy to depth problem he
has facedd in recent years. Also
the use of the sophomores insures
the presence of experience on
future teams. Steve Shropshire
will surely be one of the men who
will h 1 the hope of fut.Ul'e Lobo
teams.

l?Y:M
OLDTOWN

Bob McGeorge's name has
been eliminated from the ballot for the upcoming senatorial election - by the Senate
Elections Committee. The
committee rules on the eligibility of candidates in student elections, and its ruling
in this case is the sub{ect of
much controversy.
·
The Committee based its
decision on the fact that McGeorge had been a member.

SKIING~.

3 skis taat.d: Wect.f King. Javer.n. Snow Prince•U fleiOfta
visited, in the U.S. and Europe•Conrad Staudinger t..chea
you the gafbnds• How to buy boots ao they frl• A ski tour
in the Ent• S~N! Eriit;tlln instrvcts•Swoatert lor Christmu.

DELIVERY

U. Concert to 'Play
Overture by Missal

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED Al>VERTISJNG RATES:
4 line it.d4, 65c-4 times, $2.. 00. Inaertions
muat be submitted by noon on da)' before
publication to &om 159, Shldent Publlcationa Building. Phone 277·4002 or 277•4102.
FOR RENT
CLEAN 2 DR., gOOd close-in loeatlon.
Hardwood floors, garage- storage, ref. &
•tovc. n<> children or Pet.. Onlv $75. Call
Sam Cooper. 265-8571, eYe. 842-8280.
Caird·N<>rris R04lty.
EFFICIENCY, close to UNM. $77.50 wlth
all utilitie• paid, Furnished, air-conditioned, off-street Parking, Call Sam
Cooper, 265-8571, eve. 842-8280. Co.lrd•
Norris Realty.
FOR SALE
VOLKSWAGEN, 1962, cJCcellent condition. 31,000 miles. New UPllOlstezy. Call
Dept. of PhYBics 1ft. Astronomy-277·2616
for Jackie Ericksen and lcave your llllme
nnd phone. 12/1, 2, 5, 7.
AIR I•'orce officer going <>n acti"\le dutymust Mil 1966 Corvalr convertible with
4-•vec<l traruimi ..ion, R&H, tinted windshield, Jloaltrsctlcm rear. end. Call 242·0772
for Harry Knoblcr-i£ not II). leave tout'
name an<! llhonc number. 12/71 8, 9, 12.
1963 SUNBEAM Alpine roadster. WUI ••II
for .a .cool grand ($1.000), CaU 842-8437.
12/7, 8, 9, 12.
SERVICES
LEAVE your :mruihlne wlth us over tho
holidays. l'lck It up alter v.watlon. 20%
dfseoun t to UNM Btudenfs, E & E Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE1 :phone

of the Elections Committee prior'
to his candidacy. The vote on his
eligibility tied in committee with
Patty Holder, committee chairman casting the deciding vote
against McGeorge's candidacy.
Members Listed
The elections committee is composed of Miss Holder, Marci Bowman, Karen Abrams, and Charles

Discover the other Colorado, where
there's great skiing far from the
crowds of Vail and Aspen ... explore
Vermont's Sugarbush, Glen Ellen, Mad
River Glen ... check out the merits of
the Fischer, Hart and. Kaestle skis in
SKIING's exclusive test reports ...
meet Rip McManus, last of the freelance racers ••• take a first-hand look
at the magnificent Matterhorn ..• learn
how to adjust your own cable bind·
ings, how to get real fit in boots and
how to improve your skiing technique
with the expert advice of Stein Eriksen, Conrad Staudinger and Doug
Pfeiffer.

Bulletin
Charles Miller, Elections
Committee member, said that
the Committee reconvened ir
a special meeting late last
nigtit and voted to accept th ·
candidacy of Bob McGcorg<
in the upcoming Senatoria'
elections.
McGeorge's candidacy had
been rejected by the Committee in a vote earlier this week,
and the actions of the committee had been the subject of
much controversy.

SKIING

Is there a best glass
for beer?

243..()588,

Develops tn.

"--in skiing

Considerable discussion arose not be able to function sufficientsuch a center.
at yesterday's Senate Finance ly. He also said there is ·not
The &pokesmen discussed the
Committee meeting concerning a
enough time to work out the pro- fact that there exists on this
bill which would establish an As- gram for second semester.
Campus a good deal of apathy on
sociated Students used book exHeld
In
Committee
the
student's part. They feel that
change for next semester and for
if
they
could set up this alert
The bill was given an informal
each semester thereafter.
center,
and
provide magazines,
Senator Baker Morrow, who recommendation to be held in
newspapers,
and
a center for discommittee
until
more
research
introduced the bill, said he felt
cussion
this
might
create a more
can
be
made.
the situation in the Bookstore is
informed
student
population
and
0.
Jackson,
manager
of
the
A.
a mediocre one, and. added that
at
the
same
time
provide
aplace
it would be an injustice for the bookstore, was also present at
students to go for open discommittee not to pass the bill. the meeting to give his views on for
cussion.
The establishment of such a ;pro- another bill which would have
You'll find all this and much more, in
gram, he said, would be a good the Bookstore mail out to other hill.The committee endorsed the
the December issue of
way to correct the situation in the bookstores in town a copy of its
booklists.
He
said
he
had
no
obbookstore, and at the same time
would benefit every student on jection to it, but added that the '
other bookstores would probably
campus.
WHY IS MR. G'S
not show a reduction in ·prices
Agrees With Idea
Senator Pat Davidson said she because they would not be able to
Just 60Hsk about the special
agreed with the idea, but added function. He also said they would
half-price
student subscription rate
probably
only
supply
paperbacks
that the program has to be ironed
SO FAST?
and
not
hardbound
books.
Jackavailable
through
college bookstores.
out very well. "We should expend
son
also
said
that
if
a
booklist
the time and effort at least once,"
she said. "If it works, fine, and were sent out to the other book•
if it fails at least students won't stores, the UNM bookstore still
•
would
not
reduce
its
prices.
have any more complaints about
The bill was given a dO:.pass
the Bookstore.
One committee member said recommendation.
Alert Center
that if the program is allowed to
work for only four weeks, it will
There was also some discussion
on Bill 122, which would establish an alert center in the Union.
Three representatives from the
l) With some beers maybe the
alert committee expressed their
views on the establishment of
) glass doesn't matter. But when
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Bill Aims .at Book Exchange

The work of a former UNM
faculty member will be included
among those performed Dec. 14
at the UNM Concert Hall.
William E. Rhoads will lead
his 70-member UNM Concert
Band through Joshua Missal's
"Overture for Band.'' Now with
the Wichita University faculty,
Missal taught locally at the 1950
summer session.
Among other contemporary
composers whose works will be
presented at the 8:15 p.m. program is Houston Bright of West
Texas State College. His " Pre~
Jude and Fugue in F Minor" will
be the opener. Ford Foundation
composer Robert Washburn will
be represented by a vigorous
number, "Partita," in contrast
with "Reflections" by Roger
Nixon of aSn Francisco State
College.
There is no charge for the
concert.

Ca:ndidacy

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

the beer is Budweiser, our
brewmaster holds strong views.
.-=o::o::---::~
"I like a glass with plenty
of room," he says. "Size is more important than shape. A big glass, say one
that'll hold a full bottle, is best."
A big glass gives Budweiser a chance
to show off ... lets you pour it straight
down the middle to get a full collar of
foam. (Those tiny bubbles are the only
beer bubbles in America that come from
the natural carbonation of Beechwood
Ageing.) Another thing about a big
glass: it lets you quaff the beer. And
who wants to sip, when the beer tastes
as hearty as Budweiser?
That's about the size of it! Choose
any kind of glass you want ... as long as
it's big enough. (Of course, we have our
own opinion on the best beer for the glass.)

Budweisec
KING OF BEERS • ANHEUSER·DUSCit, INC. , ST. LOUIS
NEWARK ~ lOS ANGElES • TAMPA • HOUSTON

KAREN SCHOEN, sophomore from Albuquerque, was chosen
last night by a panel of five judges as the Best-Dressed Girl on
Campus for 1966-67. The first runnerup was Nancy Floyd, freshman from Albuquerque, and third place winner was Ginia Arp,
a senior. The three were chosen from fifteen semi-finalists picked
several weeks ago. The contest is annually sponsored on campus
by Theta Sigma .Phi, honorary for women in journalism.

Miller. Miller was not a member
at the time of the vote.
The Associated Students Constitution states that "no candidate shall serve on the elections
rules committee." Miss Holder
told the LOBO last night that
"McGeorge was not a candidate
while he was a member of this
committee, but he did vote on
some of the rules to be used in

Eligibility

'Sen,ators Defend McGeorge
By BOB STOREY
Student Senators came to the
aid of one of their own members
last night as they lashed out
·against the Student Elections
Committee fo1· declaring incumbent Bob McGeorge ineligible to
run for office this fall.
Senator John Thorson, in n
prepared stntement, told the
group that the committee's decision was formed from a "distorted interpretntion" of the student constitution.
Thorson said Senate could not
sit back and see "a qualified and
dedicated member of student
government be eliminated by a
questionable technicality."
Issue Defended
Coleman Travelstead defended
Senate's right to bring up the
issue because even though it
could not bring action on the

Bulletin
The Dionne Warwick concert,
scheduled for .8 p.m. Friday
evening, will be held in the
Concert Hall instead of in
Johnson Gym as originally an·
nounced.

Elections Committee it still involved the dispute.
Patty Holder, Elections Committee Chairman, defended her
committee's decision by saying
they thought allowing McGeorge
on the ballot would establish a
dangerous precedent. "It's not
right for a canpidate to have a
voice in the rules governing the
election in which he will run."
said Miss Holder.
McGeorge told the gt·oup he
was going to explain his actions
even though he might have to go
befo!·e Court. He said he had
been approached by other Senators asking him to l'un. He h11d
not detided to run at the time he
t•esigned from the elections committee, he said.
'What happened last night
(Tuesday's election committee
meeting) did not bother n~e too
much, but I didn't think I ought
to present my side of the story
to the whole committee-just
three fourths of it," McGeorge
said.
After Senate dropped the issu~
Senators on the Election Committee left the room t"> discuss
theh• decision.

The Senate also passed a bill
that would establish changes in
the student constitution in the
judiciary section. The bill proposed by Tom Horn and drawn
(Contnued on page 3)

spute

Senate

the upcoming election." She added
At last night's Student Senate
that "In a situation of this sort meeting there was much confusion
we feel that would set a precedent on the legality of the Committee's
for the future."
. actions. McGeorge said he re''I don't think that any of the signed from the Committee before
votes he participated in could have his candidacy was official, and he
possibly affected his candidacy thought he was completely within
beneficially," she said, "but we the law. "But I am bound," he
want to emphasize that our action said, "by the rules of our conis in no way a personal action stitution."
, against McGeorge. It is merely
May File Suit
an action on an issue of election
McGeo:rge
said he was contemethics.''
(Continued on page 5)

Campus' Bitch-In'
Hits Many Gripes
By MELISSA HOWARD
The difficulty of changing any
University policy was a topic of
major concern to students, faculty, and administrators in yesterday's "bitch-in,' a free-for-all
question and answer session held
in the Union from 10 a.m. to 1
p.m.
The Jack of success in executing any major reforms in University policy was blamed in part on
the committee system. Dean of
Students Harold Lavender, pointed out that nearly every student
gl'ipe can be addressed to an appropriate committee assigned at
some time in the distant past to
look into the problem. Said Dr.
Joseph Zavadil of the English department, "T.he committee system
is a terrible way to get anything
done."
Van Dresser Comments
Student Senator Steve van
Dresser remarked that "If the
faculty would open the door, they
would find that students have
been knocking a long time." In
answer, Dr. Carl Selinger of the
School of Law acknowledged students' concern with campus issues and pointed out that "the
Committee. on the University

Draft Referendum
The Draft Referendum will
be continued through today because of the heavy student
turnout, a spokesman for the
referendum told the LOBO last
night. He snid the polling place
will be in the Union by the entrance to the North Ballroom.

does open the door. He criticized
lack of initiative on the part of
dissenters who air gripes but
take no positive action to change
the situation.
Selinger added that a current
proposal before the committee on
the University would elect a faculty member rather than a student as committee chah·man. The
proposal represents the desire to
see the committee take positive
action and its belief that profes~.
sors are more experienced and
would produce tangible results, he
said.
Reform Stand Questioned
In a related discussion, a student asked, "Are the professors
really interested in reform?" Dr.
Zavadil suggested that the lack
of positive action was also an affliction of the administration. He
pointed out the great detail involved in a general policy change
in any field, and said, "Departments buck the system, too."
Dr. Zavadil continued the discussion on reform in curriculum
by answering a student question
on the frequent changes in textbooks.
Lists Example
Zavadil pointed out that the
frequent changes in freshman'
English texts, for example, are
an expression of growth and
change in the attitudes of teachers who are continually learning
more about their fields.
Thus changes in textbooks Iel).d
a certain amount of flexibility to
an otherwise stagnant curriculum, he said.
Weber Criticizes "Channels"
Panel chairman Jack Weber
(Continued on page 5)

MEMBERS OF THE PANEL fielding questions from students in yesterday's bitch·in in the Union
include (from left: Jack Weber chairman on the Com.mittee on the University, Jim Jansson, editor pf
the LOBO, Dean Chester Travelstead of the College of Education, Dr.•Joseph Zavadil of the Department of English, Dr. Sherman Smith, Administrative Vice President, and (not shown) Eliot Glassheim,
graduate student in the English depattrn ...nt, Dean of Students Harold Lavender, and Dr. Carl Selinger of the law school. (LOBO photo by Pawley)

